The staged commissioning of the Large Hadron Collider presents an opportunity to map gross features of particle production over a significant energy range. I suggest a visual tool-event displays in (pseudo)rapidity-transversemomentum space-as a scenic route that may help sharpen intuition, identify interesting classes of events for further investigation, and test expectations about the underlying event that accompanies large-transversemomentum phenomena.
The first proton-proton collisions have occurred in CERN's Large Hadron Collider, at energies of 450 GeV and 1.18 TeV per beam, and the experimental collaborations have reported their initial looks at the data [1] . Early in 2010, the LHC is projected to run at 3.5 TeV per beam, with the energy increasing later in the run to perhaps 5 TeV per beam, or beyond.
The prime objective of the 2009-2010 run is to commission and ensure stable operation of the accelerator complex and the experiments. For the experiments, an essential task is to "rediscover" the standard model of particle physics, and to use familiar physics objects such as W ± , Z 0 , J/ψ, Υ, jets, b-hadrons, and top-quark pairs to tune detector performance. It will also be important to study the lay of the land in the new worlds that the LHC will open for exploration, even with instruments that may at first be imperfectly understood.
What is true of the search of the agent of electroweak symmetry breaking and other marquee goals of the LHC is also true for the minimum-bias events that will dominate the early samples: We do not know what the new wave of exploration will reveal. We need to approach the new landscape at each step in energy with an adventurous spirit buttressed by a purposeful plan for systematic observation.
The aim of this note is to call attention to two classics of the early investigation of multiparticle production and to suggest a small exercise that I believe can help develop the intuition of LHC experimenters and interested members of the broader community. ¶ When experiments at the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings 1 and in the 30-inch and 15-foot bubble chambers at Fermilab 2 opened a new energy regime, Ken Wilson circulated a paper [2] entitled, "Some Experiments in Multiple Production." The paper is worth reading today, both for the orderly approach that Wilson advocated and as a reminder of how little we knew, not so long ago. Here is a short summary of the "experiments," which amounted in large measure to a catalogue of informative plots: 1 (pp collisions at c.m. energies between √ s = 23 and 63 GeV)
2 (including pp collisions at beam energies up to 400 GeV and π ± p collisions up to 200 GeV) 1. Topological cross sections: Do multiplicity distributions exhibit a twocomponent structure, suggestive of diffractive plus multiperipheral production mechanisms?
2. Feynman scaling: Is the single-particle density ρ 1 (k z /E, k ⊥ , E) independent of the beam energy E, when plotted in terms of Feynman's scaling variable x F ≡ k z /E? 3. Factorization: Is the single-particle density ρ 1 (k z /E, k ⊥ , E) in the backward (proton) hemisphere independent of the projectile, i.e., the same for πp and pp scattering?
4. dx/x spectrum: Does the single-particle density exhibit a flat plateau in the central region when plotted in terms of the rapidity (boost)
5. Double Pomeron exchange: Do some events display low central multiplicity with large rapidity gaps on both ends?
6. Correlation length experiment: Does the two-particle correlation func-
Factorization test with central trigger:
This is a refinement of #3, to eliminate diffraction and isolate the multiperipheral component. This is not the place to review what we learned from Wilson's points of departure, either in the early days or in the later SppS and Tevatron Collider experiments. I simply remark that giving structure to the examination of high-multiplicity events set the stage for many new insights and ideas [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , 3 and that events characteristic of the double-Pomeron topology have been observed [10] at the Tevatron. For an example of how much could be learned from a modest sample (∼ 3500 events in the 30-inch bubble chamber), see [11] . The ALICE collaboration has reported gross features of pp collisions at the LHC injection energy of 450 GeV per beam [12] . ¶ The second provocative paper from early times that I wish to recall is James Bjorken's "Multiparticle Processes at High Energy" [13] , which contains a number of perceptive comments on single-particle densities and on two-particle correlations, as well as some fascinating speculations. The exploratory approach outlined there applies to the new experiments at the LHC, no less than to the experiments of the 1970s.
While it might be tempting to surmise that multiparticle production in soft collisions constitutes settled knowledge (described, grosso modo, as a superposition of diffractive scattering and short-range order), we have good reason to suspend judgment. At the highest energies, well into the (∝ ln 2 s?) growth of the pp total cross section, long-range correlations might show themselves in new ways. Quantum Chromodynamics suggests new, modestly collective, effects such as multiple-parton interactions. 4 The ln s expansion of the rapidity plateau softens kinematical constraints in the central region, and the sensitivity to high-multiplicity events (or otherwise rare occurrences) of modern experiments vastly exceeds what could be seen with bubble-chamber statistics.
Prior experience with soft production and the underlying event structure is informative, but it is not necessarily a full representation of what will happen at the higher energies we will explore at the LHC. I think it is entirely possible that a few percent of minimum-bias events recorded at energies above ∼ 1 TeV per beam will display an unusual structure that is not just a stretched-inrapidity version of what the CDF and DØ experiments saw at the Tevatron. Finding out about particle production at the LHC is of course important for engineering purposes, but may also teach us some new physics.
The FELIX collaboration proposed a full-acceptance detector to make a comprehensive study of the strong interactions at the LHC. Questions posed in the FELIX physics document [14] reach beyond the realm of soft physics to encompass hard-scattering events. Many of them are apt for the detectors now taking data at the LHC.
In two recent talks [15] , Rick Field has outlined a program of early measurements aimed at characterizing the minimum-bias events and the underlying event in hard collisions, emphasizing that these are related, but not identical, phenomena, and highlighting the importance of multiple parton interactions. Figure 1 : Schematic event display in (y, p ⊥ ) space. ¶ This brings me to the specific suggestion of a visual aid that will help us learn to see at the LHC. One of the exercises suggested long ago by Bjorken [13] was to construct three-dimensional representations of multiparticle events to draw on our human powers of visualization and pattern recognition, in the hope of recognizing important new questions. For particle production in soft collisions, it is not spatial coordinates that are most apt, but a representation in terms of (pseudo)rapidity and (two-dimensional) transverse momentum. To begin, draw a (pseudo)rapidity axis as an oblique line. Represent each track i in the event by a vector drawn from (y i , 0, 0) to (y i , p ix , p iy ), as in the example shown in Figure 1 (all scales linear) .
In the pre-industrial era, we drafted such event displays by hand on graph paper, which gave a certain artisanal satisfaction and promoted close scrutiny of the structure of each example as it emerged. Bjorken commented that he knew he was wiser for the experience, although he couldn't express why. My reaction was similar, once I had filled a notebook with event pictures: I couldn't tell you what I learned, but I could ask better questions of the data. The high particle multiplicity at the LHC discourages the hands-on approach, but computers can do the drawing for us. Note that the (y, p ⊥ ) representation is simply a curled-up vector representation of the LEGO R plot for individual tracks, with thresholds for display set as low as possible. That means that most of the technology required to generate (y i , p ix , p iy ) lists is already in place.
I encourage the LHC collaborations to produce (y, p ⊥ ) displays of minimum-bias events acquired during early running. Samples as small as a few hundred events would already build intuition, but I would go further. I suggest that the collaborations make available live streams of (y, p ⊥ ) representations, along with the online displays of events that show the structure in terms of detector elements in ordinary space. More is to be learned from the river of events than from a few examples! Changes in event structure as a function of beam energy, or the onset of new features, might raise important questions. It is useful to color the tracks to label their charges, and to identify species where possible.
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Unlike the bubble chambers of old, the LHC detectors have significant threshold requirements and geometrical restrictions. But the four principal detectors have different characteristics, so it should be possible, by pooling information, to build a reasonably comprehensive picture. It is worth noting that the LHC detectors have sensitivity to neutrals that the hydrogen bubble chambers did not. It would also be interesting to make streams of simulated events from the low-p ⊥ event generators, with and without the cuts appropriate to the four detectors. The simulated events should also include, as separate samples, true minimum-bias events and events with hard-scattering triggers that represent the structure of underlying events. While the real comparisons will be made with statistical measures, visual examination of event streams might be an efficient way to identify the main issues.
The strong interactions comprise a richer field than the set of phenomena that we have learned to describe in terms of perturbative QCD: interesting strong-interaction processes are not merely reactions involving a few jets. The rest of strong interactions, however, isn't confined to common processes with large cross sections such as the "soft" particle production, elastic scattering, or diffraction. It may well be that interesting, unusual occurrences happen outside the framework of perturbative QCD-happen in some collective, or intrinsically nonperturbative, way. About fifteen years ago [16] , looking for an illustration of something unusual that might happen in the strong interactions, I appealed to a colleague to watch the event display at CDF and pick out a few atypical events for me.
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The most interesting of these is shown in Figure 2 , which comes from a E ⊥ trigger, without any topological requirement. The LEGO R plot shows many bursts of energy: More than a hundred active towers pass the display threshold of 0.5 GeV. The total transverse energy in the event is 321 GeV, but it is not concentrated in a few sprays, it is everywhere. The central tracking chamber records about sixty charged particles.
I am assured that this hedgehog event is authentic; it is not merely coherent noise in the counters. My colleague estimated such events to be about as common in the online event stream as Z 0 production and decay into lepton pairs: about one in ten thousand triggers. I include this surprising picture as a reminder that when we think about the strong interactions outside the Only the electron tracks survive these mild cuts. From [17] .
realm of a single hard scattering, we should think not only about the large diffractive and "multiperipheral" cross sections, but also about less common phenomena.
Some thresholds are determined by detector performance, others are imposed by the exigencies of trigger management. When we prepare event specimens, raising display thresholds is a powerful technique for removing clutter, the better to reveal the interesting hard-scattering action. An early example is shown in Figure 3 , which depicts one of the firstpp → Z 0 + anything candidates recorded by the UA1 experiment at CERN [17] , operating at √ s = 540 GeV. The left panel, which shows all reconstructed tracks and calorimeter hits, is a bit cluttered (by the standards of the early 1980s).
The right panel, which shows only the tracks that satisfy p ⊥ > 2 GeV and calorimeter hits with E ⊥ > 2 GeV, exhibits only the essential: stiff electron and positron tracks. Setting even a modest display threshold clears the weeds. To look for physics in the weeds, it will pay to set the display thresholds as low as practicable.
Bjorken has emphasized recently [18] that the usual parton-model language, in which we speak of individual, uncorrelated partons, is a convenient idealization that does not encompass the whole truth. This is self-evident when we consider static properties of hadrons, and long known for the spin structure of the nucleon as measured in polarized lepton-nucleon scattering in the limit x Bj → 1 [19] . Over the past decade, the study of generalized parton distributions [20] has begun to explore simple correlations among partons. How the proton is composed-quarks bound by pairwise collisions, quark-diquark configurations, or three quarks linked through the three-gluon vertex-may be reflected in how the partons are distributed in impact-parameter space.
7 Such reasoning gives new encouragement to the search for novel event structures and strategies for interpreting them.
The minimum-bias and lightly triggered data recorded during early LHC running will be valuable for developing intuition and for validating the assumptions that underlie searches for new physics in hard-scattering events. However, these data sets, to be gathered over steps in beam energy, also represent an important opportunity for exploration and discovery. One promising track will be to revisit the early studies of multiple production, which emphasized observables constructed from individual particles: topological cross sections (multiplicity distributions, including forward-backward asymmetries of multiplicity distributions), inclusive and semi-inclusive two-particle correlation functions, and charge-transfer studies-either between hemispheres or across a rapidity gap. For some classes of events, analyses of bulk properties, such as the studies of elliptic flow and determinations of thermodynamic parameters developed by the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider experiments at Brookhaven [22] , may be especially revealing. 8 We will need all the established methods-and more-to learn to see what the LHC data have to show.
Our goal in particle physics is to uncover the basic laws of nature, and to understand how those laws are expressed. The point of the exploratory spirit I advocate in this note is to be receptive to the plenitude of natural phenomena that our theories will have to explain-in reductionist or emergent terms, depending on the situation-in the expectation that the intrinsic fascination of new phenomena may guide us to the recognition of deeper principles.
